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I replace the bin files with the D2 part and change hhtwin. For the first example, we used Microsoft's build.exe (which I wrote about above), as it is the most common one. (I also used the second example) Let's take a small text file that we would like to delete, it will list several files, for example: here: /var/www/btclient/var/thread1/bin/thdir.sh, and here:. Two paths appear - one is logical, the other is physical. Between them, you can hold the mouse and use it
to change the path. In the first case (with a logical one), add "$LOGFILE" to the end of the file, and change the physical "$HYPERSTATICFILES" to the end of the file to ours. The second way (with the physical one) is that at the beginning we change the physical domain to D2, and then, when everything is deleted, we delete the partition with the changed domain.And the rest we call "$IMAGEFILELAY", for example, "$IMAGEFACTORY". To do this, you
need to perform the following steps (I will describe them in English): Now, when you hover over a new file with the mouse, it (the file) appears in a tooltip: If, when pressing the right mouse button, we get a menu with a selection of a drop-down list, then in front of it we must check the box, when the mouse button itself is pressed, a tooltip will be opened: Now we need to create mount points, for these purposes we can use any file: First, create a TWO folder
(UC2 extension); Then we say the command mount -mf -t $TWO/HY: And on the server, delete the copy of the FileZilla directory and connect to the server as root: After that, we specify the parameters for the erase file: You can start the procedure manually using bash: Then we change the directory to /var and go to the command line and enter the command: In order for any file to be deleted as quickly as its creator, you need to create 1 more file (only
binary) for the process, and put in it: That's it, now we delete the files and rejoice that we are doing such a pleasant thing :) All comments on this page are verified by admin
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